For Immediate Release
BC Law Selects Pavaso for Digital Mortgage Closings
Company becomes one of the few eClosing providers in states that require attorney
settlements
Plano, TX, September xx, 2018 -- BC Law, a provider of closing services for the mortgage and title industries,
announced it has selected Pavaso to conduct digital closings for its lender and agent clients.
Based in Stuart, Florida, BC Law provides attorney state services such as title opinions, settlement, disbursement,
and recording in several states for refinance, purchase and reverse mortgage transactions. By choosing Pavaso
to provide a digital closing process for homebuyers, BC Law becomes one of the very few eClosing providers in
states that require attorney settlements, which include Georgia, North and South Carolina, New York,
Massachusetts and Vermont.
“Working with Pavaso's eClosing technology solution will provide our lender and title company partners the
ability to eClose in select states which require attorney settlement partners,” said Rudy Krupka, chief marketing
officer of BC Law. “Working with Pavaso, BC Law can deliver the positive eClosing borrow experience our
clients have come to expect from BC Law.”
The Pavaso Platform is the only closing solution that connects all stakeholders in one location. Lenders and title
agents use Pavaso to collaborate, review closing documents and access all the tools needed to conduct
digital closings, including remote online notarizations. As a result, borrowers receive much faster and more
transparent transactions compared to a traditional, paper-based closing process.
Mark McElroy, president and CEO of Pavaso, noted that BC Law is known for having a high success rate of
closing attorney-based settlements and is capable of conducting closings at any location, time or day of the
month.
“We’re thrilled to be working with a company that is so committed to providing clients with a better closing
experience,” McElroy said. “By conducting digital closings on the Pavaso Platform, BC Law will continue that
commitment while ensuring more compliant, streamlined closings. We look forward to a long and successful
relationship.”

About Pavaso
Texas-based Pavaso is transforming the mortgage process with radically innovative digital mortgage closing
technology facilitating fast, consistent, accurate and compliant closings every time. Pavaso offers a single,
collaborative, secure portal promoting transparency, efficiency, consumer education and communication in a
seamless format delivering value to every stakeholder involved in the transaction. For more information on how
you can streamline your process and digitally transform your organization, call us at (866) 288-7051 or visit
www.pavaso.com.
About BC Law
BC Law provides attorney state services including title opinions, settlement, disbursement, and recordings in GA,
NC, SC, NY, MA and VT for refinance, purchase, and reverse mortgage transactions. The company’s operations
center is open and scheduling attorney closings from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. EST. We pride ourselves on getting
attorney-based settlements closed no matter the location, time of day, or time of month.
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